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Abstract: Borneo Squall Line (BSL) is a disaster risk associated with intense rain and wind gust
that affect the activities and residence near the northern coast of Borneo. Using 3-hourly rainfall
from Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) 3B42V7 during southwest monsoon season (May–
September) from 1998–2018, a total of 629 squall days were identified. Their monthly and annual
average was 6 and 30 days, respectively, with July representing the month with the highest number
of squall line days. BSL is frequently initiated during midnight/predawn and terminated in the
morning. Composite analyses of BSL days using the daily winds from the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim revealed that lower tropospheric wind
convergence is a crucial controlling factor for BSL formation. The position of the monsoon trough
closer to the equatorial South China Sea (SCS), and strong westerly and south-westerly winds played
an important role in creating this wind convergence region. Analyses of tropical cyclone (TC) data
from the Regional Specialized Meteorological Centre (RSMC), Tokyo showed that nearly 72% of
BSL occurred with the presence of TC. Spectral analysis exhibited prominent frequencies mainly
in the 3–4- and 6-year time scale, which likely reflected the influence of interannual modulation of
El-Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO). Correlation coefficient between squall days and Sea Surface
Temperature (SST) anomalies indicated that BSL increased after La-Niña events. This study is
expected to have implications for real-time squall line forecasting in Malaysia and contributes toward
a better understanding of BSL.

Keywords: squall line; thunderstorm; Malaysia; Borneo; southwest monsoon; summer monsoon

1. Introduction

Squall line is a type of mesoscale convective system (MCS), characterized by a group
of multicell thunderstorm clouds in a single line. It exhibits a larger spatial dimension and
longer lifetime, with rapid increase in wind speed (gusting) and intense precipitation that
extends well beyond a single-cell thunderstorm [1]. This can lead to significant damage that
is rare in individual cells. Squall line can form via a variety of mechanisms and all of them
correspond to warm, moist air at low levels. These conditions include the sea and land
breeze circulations, barotropic instability and mesoscale changes in high-level vorticity [2].
Squall line on radar observation consists of convective rain band leading edge with a width
of several of tens of kilometers and a length of several hundred kilometers followed by a
wide area of stratiform rainfall. In the satellite observation, squall line usually appeared as
a small dot at the early stage of formation, then expands and begins to merge, forming a
continuous large cloud line [3].

A lot of studies have been conducted to examine the formation of squall line in tropical
regions. The authors of [3] studied the structure and dynamics of the tropical squall line
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system and discovered that the downpour of heavy precipitation below the sloping updraft
of the squall line system encompassed a convective-scale downdraft in the heavy rain
zone, which spread out at low levels, while the precipitation from the anvil cloud was in
stratiform type. The study of [4] further broadened the concept of the squall line to include
these two regions; a convective squall line region (the leading edge of the system) and
an anvil region (stratiform) which showed different updraft/downdraft motions. They
emphasized that the squall line region was characterized by boundary layer convergence,
which fed deep convection updrafts. On the other hand, the anvil region was characterized
by mid-level convergence, which fed up an updraft in the anvil cloud and downdraft
beneath the anvil. This study formed the basis of other studies on the structure of the
tropical squall line (e.g., [5–9]). As revealed by [2,8,9], the development of tropical squall
line was mostly attributed to low-level wind convergence due to the lack of a frontal system
here and less frequent changes in the air mass.

In Malaysia, squall lines are commonly observed from May to September along the
Straits of Malacca and Borneo Island, mainly over Sarawak and Sabah coastline facing the
South China Sea (SCS). The squall lines formations along the Straits of Malacca, commonly
known as Sumatra Squall Line (SSL) have been well studied by [10–14]. The formation of
SSL is found to be influenced by a few mechanisms. A semi-idealized numerical analysis
by [14] found that the SSL is formed in a condition of low-level convergence, where
the northerly flows from high reliefs along west Sumatra converge into the strait with
the southwest monsoonal flows from the south. Its formation is also enhanced by the
convergence resulting from colliding land breezes from the west and the east coast of
the Straits of Malacca. A diurnal cycle could also be one of the factors that encourage
the formation of SSL. The diurnal cycle and topography of the mountain range over
Sumatra resulted in thermally and convectively induced local circulations that produced
nocturnal rainfall over the west coast of Sumatra, thus triggered the formation of SSL [13].
Most of SSL’s initial thunderstorms developed over the straits during the night-time and
had grown dramatically in size while maintained their intensity during midnight. They
then propagated east towards the west coast of Peninsular Malaysia in early morning
and reached the maximum intensity and extended greatly in size as the systems moved
offshore [11].

On the contrary, the Borneo Squall Line (BSL) over the Borneo coastline is less well
studied despite its yearly occurrences. A few studies are reporting the structure of BSL
formation, which is attained through the studies of daily and annual rainfall cycles around
Borneo (e.g., [15–17]). The study of [17] found that during July to August, the adjacent
ocean around Southeast Asia showed enhanced convective activity in the local morning
hours with the maximum at around 0600 to 0900 Local Time (LT), which indicates a similar
formation of BSL over the coastal regions of Borneo. This condition was associated with
the interaction between the land–sea breeze circulation and the large-scale monsoonal flow.
“Local Time” refers to Malaysia local time, 8 h (h) ahead of UTC time (UTC + 8 h). The
authors of [15] also revealed the same features, where convective systems developed in
the SCS region and moving into the coastal areas of Borneo that caused heavy rains from
midnight to morning. The study of [16] in turn found that at the coastal areas of Borneo,
the midnight-to-morning rainfall peak was apparent at the central and northern region,
which indicated the features of BSL formation.

Due to limited studies on BSL, therefore, their features and formation environments
are relatively unknown. Hence, this study aims at documenting general features of BSL
including their temporal and spatial climatology distributions and durations, as well as
the environmental features that lead to their formations. Forecasting BSLs is considered
important but it is challenging due to their rapid development and movement. Besides, they
produced intense period of heavy rain and wind gust that can give an impact on coastal
activities such as fishing, oil rig, aviation, and residential near the coastal. Understanding
BSLs is crucial to protect commercial shipping, industries, and properties from weather-
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related losses. Thus, this study is expected to have positive implications for real-time squall
line forecasting in Malaysia and contributes to the understanding of how BSL is formed.

2. Experiments
2.1. Study Area

The study area is located at Borneo Island, the largest island in the Southeast Asia
region (Figure 1), which is occupied by three nations i.e., Malaysia, Indonesia, and Brunei.
However, in this study, the BSL events considered are limited to those bounded within the
domain of 1.0–8.0◦ N, 109.0–117.0◦ E (Box A), and propagating towards the coastlines of
Malaysian’s states of Sarawak and Sabah and Brunei (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Topography map of the study area. Box A indicates the region where the events are selected,
bounded from 1.0–8.0◦ N, 109.0–117.0◦ E. It covers the events that propagate towards Sarawak and
Sabah coastlines. Sarawak and Sabah are shaded in grey.

2.2. Identify BSL from Rainfall Data

This study utilized the 3-hourly accumulated rainfall data from Tropical Rainfall Mea-
suring Mission (TRMM) Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) 3B42V7 spanning
21-years of Southwest Monsoon (SWM) season (1998–2018, May–September) in identifying
the BSL events (hereafter referred to as TRMM-3B42V7). This product was obtained from
the Goddard Earth Sciences Data and Information Services Center (GES DISC) website,
https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov, accessed on 1 December 2021. The product output was based
on two different sets of sensors: microwave and infrared (IR) estimates with gauge adjust-
ment [18]. TRMM-3B42V7 is appropriate for the detection of squall line cloud observation
in the coastal region of Borneo as precipitation estimates over tropical oceans are usually
carried out using passive infrared (IR) measurements of cloud-top brightness temperature
from geostationary satellites to infer deep convection positions [19]. Compared with spa-
tially sparse gauge observations, TRMM-3B42V7 rainfall data have a significant advantage
due to their greater observation density, particularly over ocean areas [20]. In addition, by
using TRMM-3B42V7, it is easier to identify MCS like squall line by its cold cloud shield,
which is commonly larger than the area of convection and often is more contiguous [21].
Furthermore, the validation of TRMM-3B42V7 over Malaysia and the neighboring regions
also showed high consistency with ground observation [22–27]. A recent study by [28]

https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov
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showed that TRMM-3B42V7 is a reliable gridded precipitation product in Malaysia. Most
of the previous studies focused on the June–July–August (JJA) period to represent the SWM
season. Instead, the May to September period was chosen in the current study as to extend
the analysis to include the early phase and the later phase (onset and withdrawal) of the
SWM season to see the differences in the variability of BSL frequency.

Current study uses the cloud classification based on [24,29–34]. These studies adopted
the generic term for organized convective complexes as the cloud systems that occur
in connection with an ensemble of thunderstorms produces a contiguous precipitation
area 100 km or more in at least one direction. In the current study, a BSL is defined as
an organized eastward-moving line of contiguous precipitation area that formed in the
SCS, which then propagates towards the Borneo coastline. Using plotting of 3-hourly
rainfall data of TRMM-3B42V7, the observation focused on the precipitation that scattered
and then merged, forming a line of thunderstorm clouds at the Borneo coastline. The
daily rainfall data from the same dataset was also used to confirm the occurrences of
heavy rainfall at the Borneo coastline on the event’s date. In addition, this study also
made validation with the radar data from the Malaysian Meteorological Department
(MMD) for some of the detected events, to make sure that the events were the squall line
events. However, this study was unable to validate with radar data for all detected BSL
events due to the difficulty of obtaining the radar data with sufficient observations for the
study period. Furthermore, MMD has sparse radar data coverage with only four radar
stations in Sabah and Sarawak (Borneo), and the observation of these radar is sometimes
interrupted for certain reasons. There are other definitions involving pressure, winds and
other atmospheric parameters in identifying the squall lines as described in the above-stated
previous studies. However, since the objective of this study does not include microphysical
processes such as observations on the dynamic and thermodynamic structures of the
squall line, thus the observations are made only based on the cloud structure through
satellite or radar observations. That is why the rainfall data is used in the observations.
A similar approach has also been implemented in several studies on the observations
of the squall line, as such conducted in squall line study in the Straits of Malacca and
Sumatra [2,10,11,13,35,36].

For each detected BSL event, the initiation time is considered at the hour the leading
edge of the line of thunderstorms started entering Borneo waters denoted in Box A of
Figure 1 (1.0–8.0◦ N, 109.0–117.0◦ E). The landfall time is the hour when the leading edge
of thunderstorms reach Borneo, while the termination time is the hour when the line
of thunderstorms made landfall at the coastline and dissipated in the next observation.
BSL day is determined based on its initiation time. Based on the diurnal variation of
BSL, the life cycle of a typical squall, such as its initiation, landfall and termination time,
as well as its annual and monthly frequency, were analyzed to create BSL’s spatial and
temporal climatology.

2.3. Composite of Wind and Rainfall Data

The composite of daily 925 hPa winds and rainfall were created to investigate the
characteristics of BSL. The analyses involved the identification of BSL days and enumeration
into monthly distribution for both rainfall and 925 hPa winds. The daily wind is available
from 1 January 1979, until the present and has a spatial resolution of 0.75◦ × 0.75◦. It was
obtained from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-
Interim dataset [37]. The daily rainfall data was obtained from the TRMM-3B42V7 dataset.

2.4. Tropical Cyclone (TC) Data

The TC data from the Regional Specialized Meteorological Centre (RSMC), Tokyo
operationalized under the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), was applied to investigate
the relationship between BSL and TC. The dataset is available from 1 January 1951, until
the present day, and consists of the TC data in the western North Pacific Ocean (WNP)
region from 0–50◦ N, 100–180◦ E. The analyses involved the identification of BSL days
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that occurred with the presence of TC over the WNP region. The monthly anomalous
composites of winds during BSL in the presence of TCs were computed from 1998 to 2018
(May–September).

2.5. Spectral Analysis and Correlation Analysis

The spectral and correlation analyses were conducted to examine the relationship
between BSL and El-Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO). The spectral analysis was applied
to the BSL days of each year to detect the inter-variation in BSL occurrence. Meanwhile, the
correlation analysis between BSL days and the Sea Surface Temperature (SST) anomalies
(◦C) of National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis [38] was made online using the Interactive Climate
Analysis and Plotting Tools from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Physical Sciences Laboratory (NOAA PSL) through their website https://psl.noaa.gov/,
accessed on 1 December 2021. Their anomalies data are computed from the 1981–2010
base period monthly means. The correlation analysis was carried out from preceding
seasons, i.e., January–March, March–May, and May–July to observe the influence of ENSO
on the BSL occurrences. To ensure that there is a significant relationship between the
BSL and ENSO, the correlation analysis between the monthly frequency (day) of BSL
and the Multivariate ENSO Index Version 2 (MEI.v2) from NOAA PSL is extended using
the statistical correlation method. By considering the relatively small sample size in this
study, i.e., a total period of 21 years (1998–2018, May–September), it is not guaranteed
that the sample is characterized by a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the non-parametric
Kendall’s Rank correlation and the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test are respectively used to assess
the correlation coefficient and their statistical significance. Such tests are widely used
to determine the relationship between non-parametric atmospheric and ocean variables
in previous studies [39–46]. This study used MEI.v2 values in the December–January–
February (DJF) period to represent the ENSO period. This period was chosen because it
has been acknowledged as the peak intensity of ENSO [47,48]. This period has also been
adopted in previous studies related to ENSO [47–58].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Spatial and Temporal Climatology of BSL

Figure 2 shows the formation and propagation of a BSL from 26 June 2016 (2300 LT)
until 27 June 2016 (1400 LT). The BSL clouds can be identified by several thunderstorm
clouds that scatter over the offshore of Borneo. It shows a typical squall beginning as
an initial thunderstorm over the coastal area of Borneo (Figure 2a). They expand and
begin to merge, forming an organized line of thunderstorms (Figure 2b). Following the
westerly winds, this line of thunderstorms propagates eastward towards the coastline of
Borneo (Figure 2c). As shown in the observation, BSL intensified and reached its maximum
intensity on 27 June 2016 (0800 LT) upon arrival at the shoreline (Figure 2d). The BSL clouds
are gradually dissipating as their cloud bands dissolve and their intensity weakens from
1100 LT (Figure 2e). As observed on the next 3-h observation (1400 LT), the BSL clouds are
no longer visible, signaling the dissipation of BSL (Figure 2f). The dissipation of BSL clouds
can be confirmed when this thunderstorm line is no longer visible on the observation. It
is important to note that this example shown a typical formation and propagation of BSL
events that being observed throughout the study period (it applies to most cases). However,
it does not imply for all cases as they not moving at the same speed. Moreover, some of the
cases may also occur at daytime.

https://psl.noaa.gov/
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Figure 2. The formation and propagation of a BSL from 26 June 2016 (2300 LT) until 27 June
2016 (1400 LT). (a) It shows a typical squall beginning as an initial thunderstorm over the coastal
area of Borneo, (b) they expand and begin to merge, forming an organized line of thunderstorms,
(c) following the westerly winds, this line of thunderstorms propagates eastward towards the coastline
of Borneo, (d) BSL has intensified and reached its maximum intensity on 27 June 2016 (0800 LT) upon
arrival at the shoreline, (e) BSL clouds are gradually dissipating as their cloud bands dissolve and
their intensity weakens from 27 June 2016 (1100 LT), (f) as observed on the next 3-h observation 27
June 2016 (1400 LT), the BSL clouds are no longer visible, signaling the dissipation of BSL.

One of the most noticeable features is that BSL forms over the ocean and propagates
eastward towards the coastline. The movement of the squall line usually follows the
surface winds [1,2]. The propagation of BSL does not correspond to the wind direction,
i.e., southwesterly and parallel to the coastline of Borneo. This condition is believed to be
due to the role of land breeze and sea breeze that play significant role in the formation
of inland rainfall at daytime and developing offshore rainfall at night until morning
time [13,15–17,59–66].

During night-time, air over land cools more rapidly than air over the sea. The tem-
perature contrast between the land and the sea along the western Borneo coast occurs
at night and in the early morning, with cooler air present over the island and relatively
warmer air located over the sea. A strong offshore flow occurs over the sea adjacent to the
western coast, which creates an intensive wind convergence at the low-levels, and initiates
convection offshore near the coast at late night and early morning. Vertical and horizontal
extent of the offshore flow is known to be greater than the typical land breezes [59]. Thus,
these strong offshore flows are believed to be the push-factor that contribute to the eastward
movement of BSL that occurs over the SCS, pulling clouds toward the coastline of Borneo.

A total of 629 squall line days were identified over the Borneo coastline from 1998
to 2018 (May–September) as presented in terms of average frequency (day) of BSL per
month in Figure 3. The average of BSL increases from 4.4 days in May to 6.7 days in
June and 7.2 days in July. It decreases to 4.9 days in August, then increases again to
6.8 days in September with an overall monthly mean of ~6 days. The frequency distribution
of BSL (day) are dependent on the position of the monsoon trough and the strength-
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ening of the westerly winds in the SCS. These conditions will be discussed further in
Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
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Figure 4 depicts the total annual frequency (day) of BSL from the year 1998 to 2018.
The maximum and minimum occurrences were recorded in the years 2009 (49 days) and
1998 (12 days), respectively, with an average of ~30 days of occurrence per year. Interannual
variation is clearly depicted with the number of occurrences in 2008, 2009, 2012, 2013, and
2014 are above average, while below-average years are in 1998, 1999, 2010, and 2015. These
interannual variations appeared to be related to the ENSO. It is noted that the above-average
occurrences are recorded after the La-Niña years, while those below-average are recorded
after the El-Niño years. In addition, the increasing and decreasing numbers of occurrences
are also related to the intensity of El-Niño and La-Niña. It is revealed that the above-
average occurrences are evidenced after the moderate La-Niña, which is in 2007/2008 and
2010/2011. On the other hand, the below-average occurrences are evidenced after the
strong and moderate El-Niño, which is in 1997/1998, 2014/2015 (strong) and 2009/2010
(moderate), respectively. Considering DJF period, the years of El-Niño and La-Niña from
1998 to 2012 are determined based on [67], while the remaining years are determined based
on [68]. DJF describes the strongest ENSO period, therefore, it presumes to reflect the actual
influence of ENSO in regulating the moisture transport in the atmosphere [58].

The above analysis shows that the interannual variation of BSL occurrences appeared
to be related to ENSO. This condition occurs due to the regional transport of moisture
and moisture variations, which are modulated by the regional interaction between the
atmosphere and the ocean, that develop according to the El-Niño and La-Niña phases.
As moisture is crucial for the precipitation process, the precipitation extremes during
El-Niño and La-Niña are likely to be influenced by the regional atmosphere and the
ocean interaction [55,58,67]. Moreover, the role of El-Niño and La-Niña in modulating the
variability of rainfall and contributing to the extreme weather events in Malaysia are well
documented [49,51,53,58,67]. Generally, overall total precipitation in Malaysia, including
Borneo, decreased during the El-Niño years and increased during the La-Niña years [67,69].
In addition, the dry and wet precipitation extreme events are also shown to be influenced
by the intensity of El-Niño and La-Niña [67]. Hence, much like the rainfall distributions,
BSL occurrences presumably are strongly influenced by El-Niño and La-Niña. The role of
ENSO in influencing the BSL occurrences will be discussed further in Section 3.4.
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Figure 5 displays the averaged BSL initiation, termination and landfall times. The
distribution suggests that the initiation, landfall and termination time is at 2100 UTC,
0000 UTC and 0300 UTC, respectively. As the frequencies are based on 3-hourly accumu-
lated rainfall data, it is noted that BSL frequently initiated between 2000–2200 UTC, landfall
between 2300–0100 UTC and terminated between 0200–0400 UTC. This indicates that BSL
events mostly initiated during midnight/predawn and terminated in the morning, and
therefore its formation and development mechanism are also likely to be influenced by
the diurnal cycle. The diurnal cycle is one of the many controlling factors dictating the
formation, propagation and dissipation of the SSL in the Straits of Malacca [11,12,14]. This
condition was found to occur during the formation of the BSL as well. In the night-time,
the land breezes from the Borneo landmass blow perpendicular to the coast. During this
time, the land breezes are intense and much higher, while the sea breezes are weaker and
shallower. Convective scale updrafts and outflows act to enhance the land breezes. The
upward motion thus produced in the land breeze circulations coincidentally coupled with
convective updrafts, creating much stronger and deeper vertical transport [14]. Besides,
the coastline direction over the Borneo which is parallel to the low-level prevailing wind
enhances the convective vertical development [15]. This may lead to more convergences
between lower winds and the land breezes that are perpendicular to the coast and yield
deeper shear. As BSL propagates eastward toward the coastline, it interacts with this
shear to build deeper convection. Moreover, when reaching the land area, a weak shear is
forced to occur due to the blocked convection by the land terrain of the island (poor lifting
mechanisms) and thus, the BSL is ceased. The heat also suppresses the convection as the
sun rises in the morning [14].

3.2. Synoptic Features during BSL

The seasonal composite of daily wind and rainfall during all BSL and non-BSL days
from May to September are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. In Figure 6, the blue
to red shaded area indicates stronger wind speed, while the monsoon trough is denoted
by a black, thick-dashed line. During BSL (Figure 6a), the Northern Hemisphere monsoon
trough is located closer to the equatorial SCS (10–20◦ N) compared to Non-BSL (Figure 6b).
With the presence of the monsoon trough near the equatorial SCS, westerly winds from
the Indian Ocean (IO) trap within this trough. At the same time, the monsoon trough in
the southern hemisphere occurs between 0◦ to 5◦S. This trough creates intrusion of the
south-westerly winds into the SCS through Sumatra, Peninsular Malaysia, and Borneo
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Island terrain, thus enhancing the wind-terrain interactions on the west coast of Borneo [70].
This condition is known as the cross-equatorial flow. Furthermore, these cross-equatorial
flows and the westerly winds give rise to a broad-scale belt of convergence in the equatorial
SCS. The wind speed also plays an important role in the formation of BSL. It is noted
that stronger westerly winds speed existed during BSL (Figure 6a) compared to non-BSL
(Figure 6b). The impact of a broad-scale belt of wind convergence in the equatorial SCS
is evident as intense rainfall concentrated over the SCS, northern region of the Borneo
Island and eastern region of the Philippines during BSL (Figure 7a) compared to non-BSL
(Figure 7b), a typical condition (dry weather) during the SWM season in Malaysia.
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year 1998 to 2018 (May–September). Green to red shaded area indicates heavier (intense) rainfall.

The monthly composite of daily wind during all BSL days in May, June, July, August,
and September are analyzed in Figure 8a–e, respectively to investigate the variations of
BSL frequency and their synoptic features in those months. The averaged frequency (day)
of BSL per month is indicated in the bracket at the upper corner of each panel. The blue
to red shaded area indicates stronger wind speed, while the monsoon trough is denoted
by a black, thick-dashed line. Generally, from May to July (Figure 8a–c), the Northern
Hemisphere monsoon trough is observed near the equatorial SCS (10–20◦ N). The Southern
Hemisphere monsoon trough is also clearly visible between 0◦ to 5◦ S. The westerly winds
speed also gradually increases through this period, giving rise to a broad-scale belt of
wind speed convergence in the equatorial SCS. This condition encourages the development
of intense rainfall, thus promoting the BSL initiation and causing the BSL frequency to
increase significantly during the period.

The northward migration of the monsoon trough in the northern hemisphere is notice-
able in August (Figure 8d), where it is located slightly to the north than its original position
in July. It is now located at 15◦ N to 25◦ N between the northern region of the Philippines to
the northern Indochina region nearly in the horizontal direction. The northward migration
of the trough results in extensive intrusion of the south-westerly winds to the SCS. This
condition also coincides with the strengthening of 925-hPa westerly winds. The westerly
winds now extended further to the east across the SCS to the WNP. The convergence region
now develops in the area slightly to the northern region of SCS, leading to a decrease of
BSL frequency in August.

The westward intrusion of the western North Pacific subtropical high (WNPSH) in
the northern SCS region indicates that the Asian summer monsoon gradually coming to
the end [71,72]. This condition results in the weakening and retreat of the south-westerly
winds over the northern IO and the SCS. It is evident in September when the westerly
winds from the IO and cross-equatorial flow begin to weaken as they penetrate the SCS
(Figure 8e). However, the cyclonic vortices are prominent during this period over the
offshore of Vietnam and the central Philippines causing the trough closer to equatorial SCS.
With the southward movement of the monsoon trough, the convergence area develops
again over the equatorial SCS leading to the increase in the BSL occurrences.
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The analysis highlights that lower tropospheric wind convergence is the controlling
factor of BSL formation. The position of the monsoon trough closer to the equatorial SCS
and strong westerly component played an important role in creating this wind convergence
region (due to directional and speed convergence). Consistent with previous studies, the
low-level wind convergence is the most contributing factor to the development of squall
line in the tropics [2–4,8,9]. The same condition is also revealed in BSL formation. The
low-level convergence in the equatorial SCS became a major factor in the formation of BSL.
Low-level convergence is a lifting mechanism that increases the lifting of air masses in an
area and creates a moist environment, while the wind shear allows air in the low-level to
overcome low-level convective inhibition [73]. The region that has the greatest combination
of these lifting mechanisms are often the location that severe thunderstorms first develop.
As the squall lines need extensive air aloft to maintain their life cycles, thus, they frequently
develop in the moist environment over the low-level [3,73].

The result also reveals that the frequency of BSL shows a significant increase and
decrease from July to September due to the movement of the trough slightly to the north
during August as compared to its original position in July, then it moves again to the south
close to the Borneo region during September. The higher frequency of BSL occurred with the
position of the monsoon trough being closer to the equatorial SCS (10–20◦ N). On the other
hand, a decrease in the frequency of BSL occurred when the position of the monsoon trough
moves slightly to the north. This can be explained by [74] who described the monsoon
trough as part of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), which is commonly described
as a convergence zone between the wind patterns of the Southern Hemisphere and the
Northern Hemisphere. Right along its axis, this wind convergence zone produces heavy
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rainfall that dominates the peak of the rainy season in certain locations. As it moves to the
north/south or passes poleward of a location, hot and dry conditions develop. Due to this
condition, the monsoon trough plays a major role in creating heavy rainfall episodes during
the monsoonal season in the western Pacific, especially in the Asian region [74]. In addition,
as the monsoon trough provides an environment of large vorticity, strong cyclonic vortexes,
and tropical cyclones over the WNP often form in the vicinity of the monsoon trough [75]. It
is also found that 70–80% of WNP tropical cyclones form within the monsoon trough in all
months, except July and August, when the number of tropical cyclone formations outside
the monsoon trough grows dramatically, mostly on its poleward side [76]. These conditions
conducive to more troughs develop over the north of the equatorial SCS. Therefore, the
movement of the trough to the north during August can be caused by the development of
WNP TCs to be more to the north of SCS, thus presumably causing significant decreases of
BSL. Accordingly, as the movement of monsoon trough plays a major role in influencing
the rainfall distribution in Asia and Malaysia in general, therefore, this condition tends to
affect the frequency of BSL events as well.

3.3. The Relationship between TC and BSL

The WNP is the basin with the most active TC activity in the world, with about 30% of
the global total cyclogenesis [77]. Although TCs may form throughout the year in WNP,
most TCs occur from June through September, with a peak in August [77,78]. The average
number of TC per year in the WNP since 1981 is 26 [79]. One of the striking features due
to the formation of TCs in the WNP is that TCs resulted in strong westerly winds to the
SCS [80]. Given that the BSL has significantly occurred in the condition of stronger westerly
winds, this section is designed to understand whether the favorable condition is generated
due to TC. To investigate this, all the BSL days that occurred with the presence of TC over
the WNP region have been further analyzed by compositing the BSL days in conjunction
with the TC days in the WNP.

A total of 451 days of BSL occur during TC, while the other 178 days occur during
non-TC. In terms of percentages, the BSL with the presence of TC represents nearly 72% of
the total BSL days. Figure 9 shows the composite of 925-hPa anomalous wind streamlines
of BSL days during the presence of TCs from the year 1998 to 2018 (May–September).
Generally, the anomalous cyclonic circulations (vortices) occurred significantly over the
northern region of the Philippines during these periods, which indicated the TC genesis.
These anomalous circulation cells intensified the monsoon westerly winds and extended
them eastward. The active monsoon trough can significantly be observed throughout the
period due to the occurrence of these anomalous cyclonic circulations. The anomalous
cyclonic circulation tilts from the north (Figure 9a,b,d) to the south (Figure 9c,e), following
the position of TC. However, only when the trough is close enough to the equatorial SCS,
the number of BSL increases significantly (Figure 9c,e).

The distinctively stronger than normal westerly winds (indicate by blue to red shaded
areas) during BSL are caused by the active monsoon trough in response to the presence
of TC. The monsoon trough is established as a favorable region of TC genesis because it
provides an environment of large vorticity [75]. Moreover, the presence of stronger westerly
anomalies due to cyclogenesis lead to a more active monsoon trough [81]. The circulation
cells from the cyclogenesis intensified the monsoon westerly winds and extended them
eastward. Due to the Coriolis force, most of the WNP TCs propagated in a north-westward
direction as they reached the SCS [80]. With a north-westward track, TC transports strong
westerly winds to the SCS, which then triggers the eastward retreat of the WNPSH and the
intrusion of the south-westerly winds from the southern hemisphere through Peninsular
Malaysia and Borneo terrain [80]. These stronger westerly winds contribute to wind speed
convergence in the SCS as the flows converge towards the center of the circulation cell
in the Philippines region. At the same time, the south-westerly winds converged with
these westerly winds, thus contributing to the development of an area of a very strong
convergence region that is conducive for an MCS cloud type like BSL.
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3.4. The Relationship between ENSO and BSL

El-Niño and La-Niña are the warm and cool phases of a recurring climate pattern
across the tropical Pacific with the events tending to occur on an average of every 2–
7 years [68]. The role of El-Niño and La-Niña in influencing the variability of rainfall and
contributing to the extreme weather events in Malaysia is enormous [49,51,53,58,67,82].
Thus, this information is crucially important to understand the variation of BSL occurrence.
Figure 10 shows a power spectral analysis of total annual frequency (day) of BSL from
the year 1998 to 2018 providing information on the prominent periodicity of the BSL
interannual variability. The result shows that the prominent frequencies occur mainly in
3–4- and 6-year time scales. The pronounced variations that occurred within the periods of
3 to 6 years are likely reflecting the influences of ENSO [68].

To further understand this situation, the correlation analysis between BSL days and
the average SST anomalies (◦C) from preceding seasons, i.e., January–March, March–May,
and May–July is represented in Figure 11a–c, respectively. The patterns depict a retreat
La-Niña showing the weakening of negative SST anomalies. Negative (positive) correlation
between BSL days and SST anomalies demonstrate more (less) BSL days in post La-Niña
(post El-Niño) years. Therefore, from the analyses, it is revealed that the year to year
variations of BSL frequency can be modulated by the ENSO.
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To further demonstrate the BSL-ENSO correlations, Figure 12 shows the association
between the monthly BSL frequencies and the preceding DJF Multivariate ENSO Index
(MEI) yearly time-series. Here, the Kendall’s rank correlation analysis is used and the
significant is assessed with the Wilcoxon’s rank sum test. The statistical test results are
shown in Table 1.
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Figure 12. Scatterplots represent the correlation between monthly frequency of BSL (day) and the
DJF MEI (a) May, (b) June, (c) July, (d) August, and (e) September. The slope in black-line denotes
direction of the relationship (positive/negative).

Table 1. Correlation coefficient, Tau (τ) and p-values between the monthly frequency of BSL (day)
and the DJF MEI.v2 index.

Value May June July August September

Tau (τ) −0.43 −0.32 −0.04 0.14 −0.07

p 0.01 0.048 0.83 0.41 0.69

The results show that there is a significant negative relationship between the frequency
(day) of BSL with ENSO in May and June respectively. The strength of this relationship
decreases drastically in July, August, and September. Consistent with Figure 11, the results
suggest that frequency (days) of BSL increases during post La-Niña years and decreases
during the post El-Niño years. The strength of the relationship from strong to weak depicts
the weakening of ENSO influences towards the end of the season.

A slight different in the results during August (positive relationship) is likely influ-
enced by the effect of active tropical cyclone (TC) formation in August, which is the period
of peak TCs formation in the WNP region [83,84]. Several studies have shown that TCs
are more likely to form closer to the Equator during the preceding El-Niño year [48,85].
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The high tendency of TCs to form near the Equator could increase the formation of wind
convergence zones in the SCS, which in turn could possibly increase the formation of BSLs
in August during the El-Niño year.

In addition, as the higher probability of BSL occurs with the presence of TC, the
possible effect of ENSO on interannual variability of TCs over the WNP should also be
considered. Several studies have found that the number of annual TCs in WNP generally
increases in the year after the La-Niña event, and tends to be below normal in the year
after El-Niño [86]. However, due to warmer SST conditions, TCs became more intense
and longer-lived during El-Niño but tended to become weaker and shorter-lived during
La-Niña [75,87]. The formation of TCs also depend on the strength of El-Niño and La-Niña.
Warmer SST and the availability of much moisture due to the moisture flux convergence
over the Philippines and SCS during moderate La-Niña promotes the frequent formation of
TCs in the WNP [67]. Besides, more TCs made landfalls over southern China, Philippines
and Vietnam during La-Niña, conducive to more troughs develop near the equatorial
SCS [85,88]. From the analysis and evaluation from previous studies, it can be considered
that as the TCs actively develop in the WNP during La-Niña, especially during moderate
La-Niña, thus showing that it may increase the chance for active BSL formation as well.
Consequently, it can be said that in general, BSL days increase in La-Niña years, perhaps
more often in moderate La-Niña.

4. Conclusions

The present study investigates the variations of BSL. Like other squall line systems
in many parts of the world, BSL can lead to devastating effects for coastal activities such
as fishing, oil rigs, aviation industries, and residential areas near the coastline. Currently,
there is less study conducted on BSL and a lack of understanding of how this system is
constructed. A greater understanding of BSL is necessary for the authorities to monitor and
accurately forecast this kind of weather system. A better understanding of BSL processes
is also crucial to protect commercial shipping, industries and property from weather-
related losses.

Using the 3-hourly rainfall data of TRMM-3B42V7 from the year 1998 to 2018 (May–
September), 629 of BSL days were identified with monthly and annual averages of 6 and
30 days, respectively. July represented the highest number of squall line days. The results
also revealed that BSL frequently initiated during midnight/predawn and terminated in
the morning, and therefore this formation mechanism is likely influenced by the diurnal
cycle [14]. In addition, the coastline direction of Borneo which is parallel to the low-level
south-westerly prevailing winds enhance convective vertical development [15].

The ECMWF ERA-Interim daily wind data was used to understand the synoptic
features during BSL formation. The analyses revealed that lower tropospheric wind conver-
gence is the controlling factor of BSL formation. The position of the monsoon trough that
is closer to the equatorial SCS with strong westerly component played important roles in
creating this wind convergence region (directional and speed convergence). The results also
show that the distinctively stronger than normal westerly winds during BSL are caused by
the active monsoon trough, in response to the presence of TC. A total of 451 days of BSL
occur during TC, which represents nearly 72% of the total BSL days. The monsoon trough
is established as a favorable region of TC genesis because it provides an environment of
large vorticity [75].

In response to the relationship between BSL interannual variability with ENSO, BSL
frequency showed a significant increase during post La-Niña episode. As the TCs are
actively developed in the WNP during La-Niña, especially during moderate La-Niña, thus
showing that it may increase the chance for active BSL formation as well. Consequently, it
can be said that in general, BSL days increase in post La-Niña years, perhaps more often in
post moderate La-Niña.

Forecasting BSL is important yet difficult due to their rapid development and move-
ment. This study is expected to have positive implications for real-time squall line fore-
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casting in Malaysia and contributes a good understanding of how BSL is formed. The
present study suggests that lower tropospheric wind convergence (directional and speed
convergence) is the controlling factor of BSL formation. According to [89], a strong sus-
tained cold pool accompanied by vertical wind shear is conducive to the development
of long-lived squall lines. This classic theory provides a reference to the initial thoughts
about the formation mechanism. Thus, further investigation needs to be conducted to
understand how vertical wind shear influences the strength of wind shear over the region.
In addition, experiments using the high-resolution Numerical Prediction Model (NWP) are
recommended to better comprehend how the diurnal cycle influences the strength of wind
shear over the region.

As revealed by many studies, the influence of MJO in modulating the cloud and
convection over the Maritime Continent is prominent. When MJO is in active phase in the
Maritime Continent, it modulates anomalous westerly which may enhanced the formation
of BSL. Given that the MJO has a high potential to influence the variability of BSL frequency,
it is noteworthy to investigate the influence of MJO on the formation of BSL in future work.
There is also an interest to extend the study to look into the potential for BSL formation
during other seasons such as inter-monsoon and northeast monsoon seasons in the future.
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